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WELCOME TO INNOVATION
Illumination Systems is excited to introduce their new Innovation newsletter. We look forward to

showcasing the leading products and manufacturers in our industry. 

COME SEE MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTED BY ILLUMINATION SYSTEMS NORTH AT
LIGHTFAIR 2019 IN PHILADELPHIA, MAY 21-23! 
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NEW FROM EATON!  HALO HL3 SERIES
"Introducing the Halo HL3 series recessed 3-inch aperture LED downlight / directional with field
interchangeable optics provide various distribution patterns. Ideal for accent, task and general area
lighting. Housing is airtight, suitable for 2x6 residential or shallow plenum commercial constructions and
can be used in direct contact with insulation. Trims are available in a range of finishes and can be installed
rimless with an optional rimless adapter. The housings have a built-in adjustment mechanism that will
rotate 365°, tilt 45° and locks in position maintaining any aiming angle. Angle markings assist in
repeatable settings. The primary optics are field interchangeable and are available in spot, narrow flood,
flood and wide flood distribution patterns. Use where high efficiency, excellent light control and low
aperture brightness are required." - cooperindustries.com
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Text above and Image below from cooper Industries 

LEDI 
V4 Tapelight - What sets Inspire V4 apart from other tape light is the application of NanoSKN™; an ultra-
thin, polyurethane coating that seals the LEDs and circuitry, protecting them from moisture and dust.
Thanks to the NanoSKN’s thin profile, LEDs run cooler, last longer, and shine brighter, without any color
shift. With the addition of our patented Zeus™ Connector, our Inspire V4 NanoSKN is coated, cuttable and
reconnectable - a first for LED tape light. The combination of these two innovations creates a high-quality
LED tape light that will be part of your environment for years to come.

Quantum Channel 2 - Linear diffused fixtures that can be surface mounted, suspended, or recessed. 
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Introducing Inspire V5 Spec and Standard with Integrated INSPIRE CHANNEL and Patent Pending ZEUS
HD CONNECTOR -led.lighting

BARBICAN ARTISAN COLLECTION

Barbican launched the Artisan Collection in October 2015, available as printed shade material, on the
complete offering of Barbican lighting fixtures. Barbican has established a number of partnerships with
noted international artists to deliver distinctive lighting shade materials for the discerning customer. This
expanded concept offers a variety of artwork that range from landscapes to exciting energetic abstract
work.
Combining top quality materials and craftsmanship with an inspiring collection of visual imagery, our new
Artisan Collection can help you to create a one-of-a-kind functional art piece. -barbican.ca
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Visit our website for more information
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